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Court Invalidates
ASUNM Election;
New Vote Needed
Manuel Franco

JoeCavaretta

ASUNM Attorney General Gaf"' Gordon [front] listens Tuesday night in the SUB as the ASUNM
Supreme Court invalidates the March 31 general election. Members of the court ere Joseph Cervantes, Bevsrly McGBf"J, ChiefJustice Jeff Luster end Paul Yarbrough.

The ASUNM Student Court
Wednesday invalidated the Spring
1982 ASUNM election and
recommended that a new Elections
Commission be appointed to run
the new election, to be held within
two weeks.
' In its opinion, the court said the
commission "did not fulfill its
constitutional duties, and is found
to be grossly negligent and incompetent in the administration of
the Spring 1982 ASUNM General
Election."
The opinion was written by Chief
Justice Jeff Luster, with the
concurrence of Justices Paul
Yarbrough and Joseph Cervantes.
Justice Beverly McGary dissented.
ASUNM Att.orney General Gary

Gordon, who brought the charges
against the commission, said he was
"pleased'' with the decision. ''I
don't feel good about the action I
had to take," he said, " but I saw
no way to get around it with the
number of violations on election
day."
Gordon said he expected no
problems but that on election day,
''things went into chaos."
ASUNM Vice President Bill
Littlefield, who argued the case for
the Commission, said the decision
was "asinine" and he will appeal it
to the Student Standards and
Grievence Committee.
Former President-elect Michael
Gallegos declined to comment but
former Vice President-elect Dan
Serrano said lie felt "student rights
continyed on puge 3

-·
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UNM Branch Schedules Classes. at Correctional Institutions
planning to establish permanent
residence in Tome, N.M.
Less than one year after the
UNM•Valencia offers academic
establishment of the University of core courses and vocational courses
New Mexico Valencia Branch, the; in the areas of business technology,
electronics,
college has a 56 percent increase in computer science,
enrollment from fall to spring, the construction technology and
highest of any New Mexico state renewable energy technology.
There is also a community
institution of higher education.
Spring enrollment was 531, educational. program where UNMAdministrative Assistant Rena Valencia provides the classrooms
Griego said. The initial fall but not the teachers. Teachers are
semester had an enrollment of 320. provided through the Belen
Full-time
equivalent
students Chamber of Commerce.
Both academic: and vocational .
topped 200 for the spring, after an
classes are held at the Central New
FTE of 152 for the fall.
The branch is located in Belen in Mexico
CorrectionaL Facilitythe Va1ley Community Plaza next Medium Security, and the Los
to the sherifrs office, but is Lunas Correctiof\al Center, a
Laura Tolle)'

minimum security institution.
· , Griego said the a~rag~ stu(lent
age is "right around 32." She.
added that the student population is
split between hispanics and anglos,
and a few more women attend.
Tuition is $13.25 per credit hour.
Dr. Job Ebenezer, Director of
technical/vocational education at
UNM-Valencia stresses the importance of the classes held at the
corrections institutions. The classes
are an important part of
rehabilitation for the inmates.
Taking courses to the institutions,
he said, will teach the students ••so
that they will have some kind of
skill, so that they won't go back to
crime again.''

Ebeitezer said that last fall, two
out. of 15 minimum · security
students were asked to enroll fulltime at UNM-Valencia because of
their good performance... in the
classes taken at the institution. He·
said the two Were granted release
partly because of their participation
at UNM~Vahmcia and because they
would continue their education.
. At the medium security institution, Ebenezer said he Was at
first hesitant about going, but now
looks forward to going and
teaching class.
Dr. Omero Suarez, branch
director, agrees with Ebenezer
about the importance of the classes

held at the corrections institutions.
lie said those classes offered to the
inmates and the program planned
for coi'Tections department employees add to the uniqueness of the
branch.
Suarez said the branch's purpose
is to respond to the needs of the
community. In the past, he said, 60
to 70 percent of the Los Lunas and
Belen high school graduates did not
pursue any secondary education.
Now, at UNM-Valencia pursuit of
an academic or vocational
education is available. Suarez said
that might not have beenpossible in
the past because of the money and
the distance involved in attending
college in Albuquerque.

Outstanding UNM Students To Be Honored at Bartquet
Outstanding University of New
Mexico students will be honored at
the fourth annual Recognition
Banquet to . be held today in the
Student Union Ballroom at 6:30
p.m.
The keynote speaker will be
Federal Environmental Protection
Agency Deputy Director John
Hernandez, a UNM aluntllus.
Associate Dean of Students
Karen Abraham witt be the
toastmistress.
UNM President
William E. 11 Bud" Davis and
Marvin D. 11 Swede'' Johnson,

Daily
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administrative vice president for
student affairs, alumni relations
and development, are also
scheduled to speak.
The Clauve Outstanding Senior
Awards, named for former UNM
Dean of Women Lena Clauve, is
given to outstanding UNM seniors
who have combined academic
excellence with service to the
campos.
Among the winners of this year's
Clauve Awards are Helen
Gaussoin, e<litot of the New
Mexico Daily Lobo and member of

Winners of the Student Service
Awards are Fred Perez, director of
UNM Intramurals and Campus
Larson, president of Kappa Kappa
Recreation and Marie Jensen Hays,
Gamma Sorority and a member of
a retired teacher who is on the
the Association of Accounting
UNM
Alumni
Association
Students and the Mortar Board
Executive Committee.
Senior Honorary: William LitOther awards and their winners
tlefield, ASUNM vice president and
are:
a member of the AfM Business
.-....the Residence Hall Leadership
Association, Phi Eta Sigma and the
Scholarship, to Glenn Dobbs and
Presidential Scholars Club; and
Kirsten Tedesco;
Kimberly Niper, a charter member
-the Trailblazer Award, to Debbie
of the Presidential Scholars Club
Friday:
who has been very active with. the
-the Alumni Association Award,
club.
·to Debbie Dawson;
-the Outstanding Greek Woman
Award, to Karen Gallegos;
-the Outstanding ASUNM
Senator Award, to Karen Gallegos;
J,oth sides before· the elections, but the. highest qualifications, l think, -the ASUNM President's Awards,
to Noel ·Kevin Breen, Stephen A.
"in the final Vote it blld nothirtS to of anybody. that ran f'or. that job.
Mey¢r,
Ramona L. Moya, Joseph
do with what anyone else had said, That is why she is editor.''
Arite, Catherine M. Sanchez and
but with ,what tbe candidates had
..It seems odd that Dan denied Daniel Ortiz.
said."
. .
being lQI)bied," said llelen
"Of .c:outse there is politics hi· Oaussom•. tht· tsresent editor~ · ·,..........,__,_..___.............._........................__....._...,
volved!'' said . Kevin. Breen, .an ''when· it. app~ared he .was being
ApriU, the New Mexico Daily
ASUNM-appointed member of tbe lobbied lit the finill meeting. I saw
LfJbo incorrectly identified
board, 11 but this concept oflnellky, him aQd Mr. Breen passing notes
Lawrence Straus as Lawrence
vicious bipartisan pOlitiCs: in duriitg the meeting and dudng lhe
'Strauss. He is an assistant
selecting an editor is .a bunch of twtf'minute recess before the final
protessot of anthropology, not
garbage. This girl has the highest vote, speaking confideritiaUy.
linguistics.
The Daily Lobo
srade point average, she has been a
''It was clear to me intntediately
regrets the euor.
teacher • • . she has far
above after the· final meetlllg tbat Kevin
continued on /Nij/fl 3
the highest acil~emic (standing) and

Who's Who Among American
Universities and CollegeS; Lori

The other Clauve Awards
winners are Peter Pierotti, a former
ASUNM vice president who is
active with Trailblazers and has
been active with Spurs, the
Residence
Hall
Student
Association, Blue Key SociefS' and
Phi Eta Sigma; and Frank Sedillo, a
former UNM football player who
, was on the Academic All-Western
Athletic Conference team for three
years and has been active with the
Volunteers . for Youth program,
Athletes in Action, Campus
Crusade, Spurs and. Phi Eta Sigma.

Continues Selection Process Protest

Valerie Gerard

the editor selection process.
1
' My decision was rtot based on
The thick black strip at the any sort of manipulation at all,"
bottom of the New Mexico Dally said Dan Serrano, Senate
Lobo's Forum page, calling for representative to the Student
changes in the Student Publications Publications Board. ' 1My decision
Board editor selection process, will was based on who I thought could
continue to appear until the end of do the job that had to be done at
this week when the present staff wiD the Lobo. I never saw any lobbying
going on."
be replaced.
Douglas Taylor, a graduate
The strip· first appeared on every
page of Monday's issue along With student member of the board; said,
a full page devoted to a stinging "I have no interest in the political
editorial. The editorial charged standing of any of the cattdidates.''
1
He stated he had b~en lobbied by
' blatant political maniptdation" of

..
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Wo rId News

Apodaca Requests Affidavit Opened

by United Press International

Jean Shepherd
_Former Governor Jerry Apodaca
said Wednesday morning he has
documents th11t will prove him
innocent of allegations brought
forth in the William Marchiando
libel suit against the Albuquerque
Journal.
Apodaca, aU .S. Senate hopeful,
requested the contents of the sealed
affidavit be made public so he
could defend himself.
He said the affid;IVit of Jerome
Sternlieb, a defense witness for the
Journal, is perjured. Apodaca said
Sternlieb was "caused, coached and
talked into making statements of
fabrication."
He also said the Albuquerque

Haig Ordered Back to Argentina for Further Discussions
Argentina and Britain intensified
war preparations Wednesday and
President Reagan ordered Secretary
of State Alexander H~Jig back to
Buenos Aires to prevent an explosion of the "critical" Falkland
Islands dispute.
"We are trying to be a fair
broker," Reagan said at a White
House news conference hours after
Haig returned from a grueling and
unsuccessful six-day shuttle between London and Buenos Aires.
Reagan, who said Haig would

leave again shortly for Argentina,
refused to discuss what peace
proposals the secretary might be
carrying but warned, "The
situation is critical."
Argentina announced it had sent
two gunboats into the waters near
the Falklands for the first time since
a blockade was imposed by Britain
late Sunday but a high navy officer
in Buenos Aires said there were no
incidents or hostilities.
Prime
Minister Margaret
Thatcher, in a tough speech to an

ABC News said Tuesday that the
United States was providing vital
commupications assistance to the
British war fleet now estimated to
be between seven and 10 days 11way
from they Falklands, which lie 450
miles off the coast of Argentina.
An Argentine reporter who
visited the Falklands Tuesday said
Argentine forces had heavily
fortified their positions around the
airport and the capital of Stanley,
"Argentine Daggers (an Israelimade fighter-bomber) fly constantly over the islands," said the
pool reporter, who was no~
identified.
The reporter said he saw many
"batteries of anti-aircraft guns and
heavy artillery" and that U.S.made C-130 transport planes were
arriving regularly with fresh troops
and supplies.

emergency session of Parliament, Harrier jump-jet fighters now
insisted British sovereignty over the heading for the South Atlantic in
Falklands be recognized by Britain's naval task force.
The ministry said the new squad
Argentina and demanded Buenos
Aires pull out all its troops before a of jets would be carried. by the
negotiated solution could be 15,000-ton container ship Atlantic
Conveyer which will join other
discussed.
·
commercial vessels requisitioned
"The eyes of the world are
focused on the Falkland Islands for the fleet.
Moreover, the 12,()()().ton assault
and whether brute force and
ship
Intrepid, which had been
aggression shall triumph,'' she said
scheduled
to be scrapped, is being
during a 20-mint~te address.
reactivated, the ministry said.
Britain's Defense Ministry said it
Backing U.S. news reports, the
was doubling the force of about 20 ministry said Soviet spy ships
shadowing Britain's naval task
force were passing on information
to Argentina, a major Soviet
trading partner.
Reagan, commenting on reports
the Soviets were giving information
to the Argentines, said, "I'd like to
see them butt out."

DENT AID.

convict them for," a spokesman
said.
If past patterns hold, about 7 out
of 9 returns filed for 1981 will get
refunds.
The IRS says this is because most
Americans apparently prefer to
have their taxes overwithheld from
their paychecks
than underwithheld. As one official put it,
"They would rather the government owe them than they owe the
government."

'

The proportion of refunds so far
this year is about ~he same as last.
Bu~ so far, the average 1981 refund
is $703, compared with $635 last
year.
A
Treasury
Department
spokesman said that agency is
mailing out refund checks with the
same promptness as in past years.
Taxpayers can expect to get their
refunds in from six to 10 weeks
after their return is filed.
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continued from pege1
are being violated" by "a bogus
court." He said he would liPJleal
the decision.
Commission Chainniill Elven
Romero also said he will appeal the
decision "even if we have to go to
District Court." He said he felt at
least some of the court's points had
no basis in ASUNM law.
"l have no regrets whatsoever,
period," Romero said. "l'm told
we had the biggest turnout in eight
or nine. years."
Besides invalidating the election,
the court's decision:
-orders Littlefield to call a special
ASUNM Senate session to provide
for a new election, which Littlefield
said will probably be Friday afternoon;
- allows only those candidates and
issues on the March 31 ballot to be
considered in the new election;
- recommends a new Elections
Commission be appointed for the
new election;
- recommends the Senate impose
new spending and time limits for
the new election "for the purpose
of expediency and fairness;"
recommends the incumbent
officials remain in office until the
new election results are certified
and the newly elected officers are
sworn in.
The court based its decision on
the ruling that the Commission
violated the ASUNM Elections

continued from page1
Breen was not a bit concerned with
quality but whether or not· the
editor will agree politically. When
Marcy McKinley was first brought
up to me she was described as Mike
Austin's and Kevin Breen's candidate,'' Gaussoin added.
"Looking
strictly
at
qualifications, Kelly Gibbs is
obviously the best candidate. She
has been with the Lobo for two
years as night editor, managing
editor of Recreation 101, and as
present managing editor
Furthermore," Gaussoin added,
"she has been active on campus for
four years. Her qualifications speak
for themselves."
Monday's editorial also charges
that "the unanimous endorsement
or one candidate by the staff was
completely ingnored completely."
"It is not up to us to do what the
staff says," said Serrano. "It is up
to us to make a decision on who we
think is qualified. It was ac•
complished."
In response, Gaussoin said, "By
the mere fact that eight peoplE
voted against Kelly, it is obvious
that they ignored the staff vote.
Following the tabulation, they
asked me some questions indicating
tltey questioned the motives of such
an outpouring of support.
However, considering the number
of votes and realizing the Lobo
staff did not tabulate their vote,
there is no other way to interpret
the unanimity exce!)t as a sincere

ARMY.
BEALLYOU CAN BE.

GOLDEN
FRIE
CHIC'KEN

I

-Protest

Think things are tough?
Even Republicans are saying,

It takes more than brains to go to college. It takes money. For tuition,
room and board, and books.
The Army College Fund is designed to help you get that money for
college while serving your country.
If you qualify, you can join the Army College Fund when you join the
Army. For every dollar you put in, Uncle Sam puts in five. Or more.
So, after just two years in the Army, you can have up to $15,200 for
college. After three years, up to $20,100.
Call for your free copy of th.e Army College Fund booklet. It could be
the most important book you've ever read. Call toll free 800,423,3673.
In California, 800,282,5864.

Back Awareness Class
DATES: Tuesday, April13 & 2oth, 1982- 7:30-9:00 p.m.
UNM Student Health Center • Room 234 - Second Floor

-Election------

IRS Expecting Late Returns
From About 1 Million People
WASHINGTON Midnight
tonight is the deadline for filing
1981 federal income tax returns,
and the Internal Revenue Service
expects millions of Americans once
again will be doing so at the last
moment.
IRS estimated 20 million to 22
million returns would be received
Wednesday and Thursday, the last
two days of the tax-filing season.
And, if tardiness runs true to
form, about I million people won't
file their returns at ail - or get an
extension - by the midnight April
15 deadline.
The tax agency e)(pects to receive
95 million returns in all this year, I
million more than last year. This
figure includes couples filing
jointly, so the number of taxpayers
is larger.
Over recent years, however, the
agency has received an average of
about I million delinquent returns a
year, ones "that come in after filing
season, that we penalize them or

Journal "concocted an affidavit give perjured testimony."
that has .not one ounce of truth in
The former governor then held
it."
' up documents he said would refute
Apodaca singled out John those allegations,
· ··
Donohue, a Journal investigator, as
When asked what the motive was
the person who arranged the "false for the Journal prod\lcing what
testimony •."
Apodaca calls false testimony, he
Apodaca then said he has five responded, "The Journars motive
hundered signatures on a petition has been clear for eight years. It has
calling for a grand jury in- made it its obligation to destroy
vestigation into the Journafs every Hispanic politician in New
.methods an!i motives for obtaining Mexico. The only politicians they
information pertinent to the have traditionally attacked have
Marchiando libel suit.
been Dennis Chavez, Joe Montoya
The petition says Donohue and and Jerry Apodaca."
others. conspired to "violate the
A pod ace also said his U.s.
rights of Jerry Apodaca by in· Senate campaign was not as imducing certan individuals to give portant as his goal of restoring
and make perjured affidavits and integrity to the media and attacking
reckless reporting.
Journal publisher T. H. Lang
and John Donohue both said they
welcomed the granq jury investigation.
Code in:
- not specifying voting locations
and voting times at the candidates'
meeting;
- not allowing poll watchers to
adequately monitor either the
polling stations or the ballot
tabulations;
- not adequately acting as a board
of review for campaign material,
both in the methods used to ap- .
prove some campaign material and
in being available to approve
campaign material.
The court also found the
Commission guilty of "gross
neligence
and
incompetent
behavior" in failing to provide an
adequate supply of ballots at the La
Posada polling place, failing to
provide ballot boxes at predetermined locations and chiillging the
location of some polling places on
election day.
In her dissent, Justice McGary
said, "Yes, the Elections Commission was negligent. Yes, the
Elections Commission was incompetent. However, I do not see
justification
for
invalidation,
because that does not provide a
mechanism to solve the problem."
"What needs to be done is for the
elections code to be rewritten,"
McGary said. "As far as invalidation is concerned, I don't
think there was justification for
that and so 1 couldn't agree in all
consciousness with that decision."

Survival For the Desk Sitter

11:00 Dally

1830 Lomas at Vale
4700 Menaul NE
5231 Cen1tral

backing of Kelly as the most
qualified candidate."
Mckinley declined to comment.
The new staff members will pUt o\!t
their first paper Monday.

Tt!ndet~y lJrdcl!sSed wiih live tultuf::!S and all·naturallngrediel'li_s by a-division of Price's \Jall"ey Gold Dairies, Inc,
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Collegiate Singers
To Present
'Spectacular VIII'

Forum

Controversy Creates Opposite Views

DOONESBURY

Letters

Th11 "/nt11rim N11w~ Service," the authors of this guest editor~'a!, are past ·The author!> of this rebuttal to the guest editorial are current Daily Lobo
associates of Student Publications, the department that publishes The staff members.
We address ourselves to Daily Lobo subscribers who pay about 10
New Mexico Daily Lobo and Conceptions Southwest. Gayle Krueger Is a
creative writing major who has been at UNM since 1977. Marcos Martinez percent of the total operating budget of the newspaper and to the UNM
is a contributer to the newspaper and a former copy editor. He has been a Student Publications Board.
1) The Daily Lobo editorial staff is protesting the process which allows
student for one year. Robert Masterson is a substitute arts editor who has
been at UNM since 1978 and a frequent contributor to the Daily Lobo arts ASUNM leaders, who were elected by about 2000 of the Daily Lobo's
27,000 readers, to control the Publications Board.
page.
21 The Daily Lobo editorial staff has, since September, tried to bring
We address ourselves to New Mexico Daily Lobo subscribers (including
University of New Mexico students who pay for the Daily Lobo through attention to this unhealthy situation by speaking to various administrators
mandatory activity fees) and to the recently appointed editor, Marcy and faculty - to no avail.
3) The editorial staff did not campaign against the Publications Board
McKinley. Further we address ourselves to the outgoing Daily Lobo staff
and to the ridiculous, whining symbol of their "strike" issue which they prior to its action because, unfortunately, what we know to be true cannot
be made public beforehand if it can't be substantiated by sources who will
leave us as a parting gesture.
This issue, April 12, was described by the Daily Lobo editorial staff as speak on record,
4) No immediate follow-up story was written because not one source
"being published under protest" against the Stu~ent Publ_icatio~ Board'.s
selection process which gave us Helen Gaussom (outgomg ed1torl and (except Daily Lobo staff members) was willing to go on record with ihformation relevant to the story. The Daily Lobo is· not in the habit of
now gives us her successor, McKinley.
.
The Daily Lobo editorial staff used the strike to decry the process wh1ch printing rumors. No newspaper is. The story appears today, admittedly
allowed someone other than their own managing editor, Kelly Gibbs, the late, in part because there was difficulty in locating a reporter who was no!
position. Would they have criticized the Publications Board's structure and too close to the story. Or an editor.
5) It is indeed the obligation of Daily Lobo journalists to investigate and
decision-making procedures if their girl had won7
It seems that when presented with the opportunity to address issues report, not tO "allege and retire," An investigation was being conducted.
crucial to the student community, they chose instead to create a public However, when there is no other way to draw attention to a sensitive topic
address system for \heir personal indignation and embarrassment at being through the news pages, it must be drawn by an editorial stand. The
editorial page is reserved for such issues as this.
snubbed by ASUNM and the Publications Board.
.
61 Yes, we chose to create a public address system - in indignation at
We call the strike issue ridiculous for several reasons. In Monday's
the
final proof that the Daily Lobo, for all its self-professed independence,
editorial, Gaussoin charged political manipulation ~f the Publications
Board, "government control of the press" and exclus1on of Lobo-backed is essentially a government-controlled press. Hardly personal.
For example, consider that one applicant was asked during her interview
candidate Gibbs because of "superstitious rumo;s begun by a political
with
the Board if she intended to endorse Harrison Schmitt for the U.S.
lackey." However, .subsequent issues of the Daily Lobo have had no
Senate later this year. (The question was disqualified but the intent was
follow-up information to support Gaussoin's shrill outburst.
clear.) No finalist was asked if he or she were familiar with libel laws or
If indeed there has been an undermining of student representation such technical aspects .as the Daily Lobo's data management system.
within Student Publications, isn't it the obligation of Da1Yy Lobo journalists
It is Interesting to note that of the eight applicants, six were UNM
to investigate and report, not allege and retire? Considering the nature of journalism students who had previous experience with the Daily Lobo.
the charges, the tone of the strike issue appears more in the nature of a And only one of the three finalists' resumes listed an academic background
tantrum than a serious protest.
in journalism- 33 credit hours.
Was the Daily Lobo staff unaware that any political manipulation was
Also disturbing was the resume of one finalist which stated she was a
occuring until after the McKinley decision had been reached?
"leader" in a student organization for gubernatorial candidate Toney
Gaussoin implies ASUNM and GSA presidents have behind-the- scenes Anaya. Another finalist told several staff members that he also worked for
control over the Board. She further states thai Gibbs lost out because of the same candidate.
"a political lackey who feared she (might) not endorse the U.S. Senate
71 Moderation, not a tantrum, was the intent of the protest methods.
candidate of his choice."
The course taken was decided by a staff vote in hopes of maintaining
Can the Daily Lobo editor criticize without substantiation and bring professionalism and our obligations to our readers, while making a pointed
allegations against the system that had selected her and which she hoped editorial statement.
would pick Gibbs? Is Gaussoin, for all her dramatics, in fact tacitly
Structural changes in the Publications Board are clearly called for. That
acknowledging her own disappointment in the political machinery with her is what the protest is all about. Why isn't the staff represented on the
attack? If she was aware of such machinery, why was it not investigated Publications Board in the forln of a vote7 The only representation the Daily
Lobo has is in the farm of voiced opinion, the same as any student on
and reported?
The only attempt to cover the issue was a news story written by a campus. Certainly no one can deny the staff best knows the rigors of
journalism .student assigned to the Daily Lobo. Valerie Gerard's StorY was, publishing a daily newspaper and most importantly, who is most able to
however, doctored by the editorial staff who added a smug best of luck efficiently guide and direct it.
Also, why are only two members of the Board journalistically oriented?
from Gaussoin.
If the Publications Board is influenced by political pressures and the And why were two previous members, also journalistically oriented,
selection of McKinley as Daily Lobo editor is a farce, why aren't the facts removed from the Board in January by the ASU NM president?
Most importantly, why have no changes ever been made in this
.
..
.
being presented?
Is this the staff that considers its opinion the "most insightful" and selection process? It is certainly time for all of us to risk our popularity and
believes that its choice of candidate for editor should be "the most Im- take a strong stand for those ideals and standards in which we believe.
portant considered" 7
Craig Chrissinger
Interim News Service
Manuel Franco
Gayle M. Krueger
Helen Gaussoin
Marcos Martinez
Kelly Gibbs
Robert Masterson
Judy Nakamura

3 Chinese Religions

Selection Demands
Protest over Process
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Letter

Journalism Students Voice
Protest on Selection Process

'Ht'NJ Nla ro M"Eer '(OU,Stt:lOR.- 1B'ELIE.VE WE HAVE A MU'l'IJAL 'FI<'IiNr>, RON~L.'D REAGAN,., '

Nf.WMEXICO

Daily Lobo

The New Multo Dlii.II{Loho Is published Monday
throu·gh Friday cvcty regular week of ttic University
year\ weekly during closed and finalS we~ks and
weekly during the summer scss!ori by the Board of

Student Jlubllcailoris or the Onh·crs!ty of New
Mcxic::o, and is not fhHlnclaliY a~sod:ilcd With UNM.

Editor . , , . _•. ,,,,,.,,.,,,.,,.,.,Helen CinU55oin
Managing Editor., .• ,,, , , , • , , .••.• , •• K_cllyOibbs
News l!dltor.,, .•.••• , , ..•••• , ... JodyNakamuta

C('Jpy'l!ditor . , • , •• , , , •• , •• , o,, ••• Margaret White
Photo f::diior., ............... n ... ~.Dill Wechter
Sports Editor ••• , , • , , • , . , , , , , , • o • ,Steve Sandoval
News Rcporler' •••. .,, ........ ,.,, .Manuel Frortco~
N\ghi Editor •. , .••.• ,,..,.,,.,,, .Craig Chrissirtget
Arts: l:.dildL,, .. ,,, ..... , ........... , •Ray Abeyhi
Business Manage!'., , , , •.• , •.•. , .• , •• Michael Ford

National Adv. ·Mnnager •. ,, • , • o • • • , . ,James Flshct
E.diiot's Advisor ... , ••• , ........ ,, .•• Bruce Bybee
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Editor:
lhe following journalism students, including members of the 375
reporting class which make up much of the Dally LiJbo reporting staff,
would like to add our voice to the protest against the editor selection
process. For those of us in 375, the class is part of our journalistic training
ahd Without a staff that is unbiased and knowledgable about the craft the
entire University community is cheated.
Our main points of protest are as follows:
1) We feel·the editor should be an undergraduate student, of which
there are about 18,000, who has an understanding of and knows the Inner
workings of the newspaper.
21 We feel there should be more input into the editor selection by the
Lobo staff and other people in the journalism department who are more
interested in personal qualifications than politics.
3) We also feel the editor of this paper should know the University
community and have more than one semester Worth of experience in it.
Len Olson
Ellene Vaughn
Eddie Tafoya
Kathy Erekson
Bruce Paul Bybee
Martha Hardman
Jean E. Shepherd
Penelope Wronski
Eric Maddy
Heidi LivingstM
Nick Greenwalt
Leslie A. Donovan
Denis McKeon
Suzanne Smith
Mark Ballance
Catherin.e Jones
Randy Montoya
Laura Tolley
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Another Great Offer From

1
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UNM Student Special!

1

.limit one coupon per person oer dav.

Purchase $5.00 worth of
1
Putt-Putt Golf & Games Tokens
I
1 and receive 20 tokens absolutely FREE!

9801 Lomas NE 296·4242
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DOS PRIMOS
l844'Lom~ts

NE • 842-0059

Ttw Valdfl Famlh; Wfvin9 New M\'"kD r.im't' 1933
OPfN Moru~•"'/ •tm,e ~a!urday 7.10:30

Enchilada Dinner
includes llicc, Beans, & Sopaipilla

Buy 1
Get
1 FREE
with the
of a drink
.. _ ._ . .

purchase
Expires 4-25-82
Limit 1 per customer
non"transfcrublc
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Economic Student C'ouncil meeting tonight
Room 106, 1915 Roma NE
Agendai Goal-setting and Officer nominations
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Sponsored by the Economic Student Council
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Friday April 16 9am
Old Lecture Hall
UNM Campus
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Speaking on:
National Affairs
Question and Answer session
· following speech
..
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Carlos M. Morales

Editor:
Dealing with political situations should be nothing new to UNM
students. In the typical university environment, a minimal number of these
events are bound to happen and students soon learn to "take it with a
grain of .salt." However, every now and then, one comes along-that
deserves genuine outrage and student protest. One such incident occured
this spring during the ASUNM elections. Now we are confronted with.
another, the recent editor selection process for the Daily Lobo.
Concerning the recent action of the Publications Board, a number of
points need to be brought out.
it is quite beyond the comprehension of this student as to what was in
the minds of the members of the Publications Board when they selected a
FIRST SEMESTER UNM student to be the 1982·83 editor of the Daily
Lobo. If this student had outstanding credentials, then the Boards decision
could be justified. Unfortunately, Marcy McKinley does not possess
outstanding credentials or certifiable experience. Current Lobo Managing
Editor, Kelly Gibbs is unrivaled as a candidate in these areas.
UNM Professor Linda Estes, one of the four faculty members on the
Pub. Board, (and who, to her credit, did vote for Ms. Gibbs, who had the
unanimous endorsement of the Lobo staff), is quoted in the Tuesday
edition of te Albuquerque Journal as follows, "The representatives from
the Associated Students of UN M and the Graduate Students Association
have certainly not liked the direction the L.obo has gone this year and they
voted for someone who would move it in a different direction." Professor
Estes displays a touching naivete here. Can we please explode the myth
that ASUNM represents the student body once and for all7 And on what
basis do these supposed "representatives" of the student body "not li~e
the direction the Lobo has gone"7 Surely if their concerns are serious
enough, they merit more than just a change in editor? What allegations
would they like to bring against the staff of the Lobo? And why have these
complaints been unknown up until now?
A serious conflict of interest can be attributed to one of the student
members of the Pub. Board. My personal association with Mr, Kevin
Breen has been revealing to say the least. I feel compelled to make public
his prejudicial attitude. But first, a little background information for the
reader: Kelly Gibbs is a friend, associate and roomate of Judy Nakamura,
News Editor of the Lobo. Mr. Breen's personal antagonism and hatred of
Ms. Nakarmura are well known to myself. Through a number of conversations in the SUB, I have heard him slander Ms. Nakamura repeatedly,
equating her with Leonard Garcia, and every other filthy, low adaptation
you can imagine. Mr. Breen was .obviously unable to see beyond his and
Ms. Nakamura's past political differences and extended his hostities into
the editor selection process. I know fu(l wen that Mr. Breen considers Ms.
Gibbs to be a "protege" of Ms. Nakamura's and was undoubtedly
prejudiced against her from the beginning. Concerning other members of
ASUNM, it is also my suspicion that Ms. Gibbs is being "punished" for her
association with Ms. Nakamura.
Concerning Ms. McKinley's affiliation ,:with the Students for Anaya
orgainization on campus, I find it an interesting correlation that Mr. Breen
is also a Student for Anaya.
Consider also Ms. McKinley's letter to the editor, printed in the Lobo
several days prior to the editor selection. In this letter she clearly stated her
opposition to WIPP (clearly a popular stand with UNM students). Her
contempt for Senatoral candidate Jeff Binghaman was also apparent. I
consider this to be an inappropriate activity for an editor canidate to
engage in, especially since it occurred such a short time before the editor
was to .be selected.
.
If Ms. McKinley cannot refrain from espousing her political views in such
a sensitive period, if she does not have the good sense to realize that this
can be considered prejudicial, then I doubt that she has_the abilities to be a
competent editor for the Lobo.
Leslie Mansfield

~.----PIIn'M'U
,·

Putt·Putt Goll U.Gamn~ : -·k

Subject of Lecture
The three religions of modern
China will be tile subject of a
lecture by professor Jonatnan
Porter of the University of New
Mexico nistory department today at
3 p.m. in Woodward Halll49.
Porter
will
present
a
pnotographic exploration of
Buddist, Confucianism and Taoist
religious temples and monuments
ofCnina.
Porter, a professor of Chinese
history, was in China in the summer
of 1980 and spent six weeks there
last fall traveling throughout the
country.
He is currently working on a
book with his photographer father,
Eliot Porter, who has published
books on Antartica, Greece, Africa
and Baja California.
The free public lecture is
sponsored by the UNM Asian
Studies committee.

~
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Selection Not Biased

The University of New Mexico
Collegiate Singers will present
"Spectacular Vlll," a full-scale
production focusing on New York,
Editor:
Broadway and Tin Pan Alley,
As a member of the Student P!lblications Board who voted for the
Friday and Saturday at 8:15 p.m. in
candld.ate who received the. endorsement of the Lobo staff, I take ex·
Popejoy Ball in the Fine Arts
caption to the Lobo editorial regarding the selection of the next year's Center.
editor. It wasn't "blatant political manipulation" at all. The selection was
The first p;~rt of tne program will
the result of a democratic process. If the ASUNM and the GSA
feature songs the Collegiate Singers
representatives decided that they did not like the way the Lobo was run frequently perform ill co!lcert. In
this year, then they had every right to select someone who had not been the secohd part will be a special set
associated with the paper and whom they believed would change its
of songs about New York,
direction, It seems that those who cannot line up the votes to elect their
Manhattan, 42nd Street and a
own candidate (who is always qualified While the other candidate is not)
salute to Tin Pan Alley.
often blame their defeat on "blatant political manipulation."
Best of luck to the new editor.
Linda Estes

The Other Side

Guest Editorial

,----·"'
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Theater Arts Department Gets Fat

UNM Inks Tim Garrett,
Waits on Other Recruits

The cost of feeding seven actors
several meals a day to fatten them
up was prohibitive, so the ~ostume
shop of the UNM theater arts
department went into the "fat suit
business."
"Gemini," by Alberto lnnaurto,

will be performed in Rodey Theater
in the Fine .Arts Center April22, 23,
24, 28., 29, 30 and May 1 at 8 p.m.
It calls for a well-rounded cast.

mcnt, the actors are lean and
hungry which led to the development by the costume shop of fat
suits,

The problem with doing a play
involving roles for fat people is that
at the UNM theatre arts depart-

Marshall Lewis, UNM costume
designer, has worked on what he
calls, "the round image."

,.

Steve King
The University of New Mexico
basketball team struck gold
Wednesday when Tim "14-carat"
Garrett signed a letter of intent to
play basketball for the University
of New Mexico.
Head coach Gary Colson plans to
use the 6'7" 215-pound Houston
native on the inside. The Lobos
tallest man this season, Mark
Snow, had an appendectomy and
was lost half way through the
season. That left UNM with Larry
Tarrance and Jeff Reinert, both
6'7", as the Lobos' tallest men.

-~~·~·-·
. -+' ......... l"~ ·•

Garrett went to Booker T .
Washington High School in
Houston where he was an all-city,
all-district and all-state pick. At
Los Angeles Southwest Junior
College he averaged 26 points and
13 rebounds a game in 1979.

Costume designer Marshall Lewis and assistant Christene Boyce
exhibit one of the fat suits that will be used in the upcoming
production of "Gemini. "
"I have been thin all my life and
have never referred to anyone as
fat, but rather as someone with a
round image," Lewis said. "l had
to go to the medical library to get a
book about obesity to see where the
fat on a person's body is located
before I could really get an image of
what we needed to pad with the
cotton fat suits."
The actors get a second benefit
from the fat suits. Denise Krueger
said, "It helps me to get into my
character. The more I look like a
fat person, the easier it is to play

one."

Whatever you do, pour it on. Build up a buming thirst, then
cool it with ice, cold Dos Equis imported beer. Dos Equis.
Uncommon from its rich, amber color to a big, bold taste
no other beer can match.
So why settle for ordinary when you can have extraordinary: amber Dos Equis or golden Dos Equis Special Lager:

OOSEQUIS
lltE UNCOMMON IMPOilt

fat faces, but with make-up we can
accent the roundness of their faces
enough to get the image we are
looking for in each character,"
Lewis said.

Nick Greenwalt
Despite a 4-18 season record and
an epidemic of injuries that have
cut the Lobo softball team. down to
10 players, University of New
Mexico women's softball coach
Susan Craig said she has found
some positive things happening this
year.
"I've been very happy with the
team's effort," Craig said. "It's
just been one of those years where
we've been bit with injuries and bad
luck."

Others think it's just great.
"They (the theater arts staff) were
going to try to fatten me up with
seven meals a day," one .character
said, "It's much easier to take the
fat off in just a few moments when
you're done."

Four of the seven actors will be
wearing the special suits while the
others will have some padding, all
of which is designed at the costume
shop. The walls of the shop are
covered with images of fat people in
order to study the visual image of
obesity.

Brian Hansen, chairman of
theater arts and director of the
play, said, "The fat suits are an
interesting part of a very entertaining play. College students
will really like this play since it is
about college and is very funny."

''The only real problem is their
faces. These people just don; t have

Tickets for ''Gemini" can be
purchased at the Fine Arts Box
Office.

CONTACT LENSES

Covered

Hard or soft
Student Prices
EYE DOCTOR SERVICE
otlO.c•tr Lomu Ill: Wul'llngton
2tiS.li!21S

'W"'agon
Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry

0\.IHOIJY.t:-1

Make the most of your good looks
with
BAUSCH & LOMB
soft contact lenses
Eyeglass wearers ..• take yoUr
eyes out .of hiding. Feel confident
again. Let your natural beauty
shine through. You'll love the way
Bausch & Lomb soft contact lenses
give you a whole new look on life.
And they're water·drop soft and
comfortable, too! Call for your fit.
ting appointment today.
More people wear Bausch &
Lomb soft contact lenses. than all
other brands of soft contact lenses
combined!

Colson said he was bappy about
signing Garrett since he was the
only player the Lobos signed.
Another Lobo recruit, Rich
Strong from Sandia High in
Albuquerque signed with Colorado
State Tuesday. Colson said he
thought he had good chance to ink
the 6'8" all-stater, but said Strong
had qualms about the media
coverage he received from a local
paperlast year.
George Scott, another recruit
high on the Lobos list, will announce where he is going next
Monday, while Niles Dockery is
still unsure and will wait a week to
10 days to decide. Harold Howard
is still visiting other schools. Colson
still has four spots to fill.

Lobos Host Diamond Invite

Not all of the actors enjoy
looking f:1t. One actor said, "I
think it's disgusting. l used to be fat
like that and l had to work so hard
not to be."

Amber & Special Lager

;

In 1980 Garrett averaged 23
points and 12 rebounds a game, and

made Street and Smith magazine's
JC all-American team. He was also
first team all Southern California
JUCO.
Garrett sat out last year, but went
to Loyola-Marymount and attended classes.

Craig said the injured list included Kathy Dyer, who fractured a
finger after coming off of an early
season knee injul)'; Kathy Graff,
who fractured a thumb, and Bobbie
Smith, who two weeks ago received
a cut while fielding a ball,

!
I

Craig said Smith's stitches were
removed and an infection set in, but
she could possibly be playing this
week, Craig said.
Craig said that despite the
record, the team does not have a
negative attitude about themselves.
"They're quality athletes," Craig
said. "They have enough pride to
play their best despite tile record."
Craig's Lobos will have a chance
to get back on the winning track
this weekend when they host

Arizona State, Oklahoma State and
Kansas in the Diamond Invitational
at Lobo Softball Field,
Craig said each of those teams
has a shot at qualifying for a spot in
the national collegiate softball
tournament in May.
Kansas and OSU are both ranked
in the top 10 nationally while ASU
is in the top 20, she said.
Moore is a walk-on from the
basketball team. Craig said, "She's
doing very well. She's been contributing to the team and has made
no mistakes in the outfield."

1jji

DR. ROBERT H. QUICK
SQ('~~'~\DR. DWIGHT T~IBODEAUX,

WHEN?W ednesday, April 14 and Thursday, April 15;
10:00 - 2:00pm
GRADUATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION FINANCIAL AID
RETENTION CAMPAIGN
Student Union Building, Basement; 277-3803

Game times will be the same
Saturday when ASU plays Kansas
in the morning; and UNM plays
OSU that afternoon.
Starting times Sunday will be at 9
a.m. when UNM plays Kansas, and
at 11 a.m. when ASU takes on

osu.
All games involving the Lobes
will be single. games while all others
will be double-headers.

CONTACT LENS
SALT TABLETS ~.50
B&L SQUHZE BOTTLES

•'· $2.00
D .u

I

1020·A Eubank NE • 298·2020 • open Tuesday· Saturday 9 · 5

WHERE?
North End of the Student Union Building, first floor

The schedule for this weekend
will have Kansas and OSU playing
Friday at 9:30 a.m. followed by
UNM and ASU at I :30 p.m.

Casey Optical Co.

Optometrists

THE GRADUATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION FINANCIAL AID RETENTION
CAMPAIGN is sponsoring a UNM "Call Your Congressm;tn" Campaign today.
All students will be able to call the local offices of their elected representatives;
Graduate students with a valid ID will be able to call their reps on the GSA WATS line.
In addition, petitions, sample letters, and preaddressed postcards will be available for
20 cents. Also, for those of you who've already written, replies from New Mexico
congressmen are here. Pick them up. IT'S VITAL TIIAT YOU CALL OR WRITE
YOUR REPRESENTATIVES TODAY- CONGRESS WILL VOTE ON
MANY OF TIIESE PROPOSALS MAY 15. ACT NOW - Before it's too late.

Craig said the two freshman were
having an exceptional year.

$210- Soft Spherical Contact LENS (Polymacon)•
$300- Soft Toric Contact Lens for Astigmatism (Bulfilcon)*
$350- Soft Extended Wear (BUlfilcon)•
•Complete Price Indudes:
Visual Analysis • Glaucoma Testing • Fitting and Dispensing of
Contact Lens •.Initial Chemical Care Regime
• Patient Ca!'e and Follow-up Care of Contact Lens • Sales~Tja:x~~
0

And what better time is there to tell your elected representatives that financial aid is a
useful and necessary way to spend your tax dollars. Even if you're not currently paying
taxes, you will be soon after you complete your college education.

Madrid is the team's leading
hitter with a .347 average, while
Settle is hitting at a .253 clip.

CONTACT LENS FITTING FEES:

~;1"----- -~

TAX DAY
IS HERE '• '• '•

••

If you're a senior and have the promise of a $10,000 career-oriented job, do you know
what's stopping you from getting the American Express C.trd?
You guessed it.
Nothing.
,
Because American Express believes in your future. But more than that. We believe
in you now. And we've proving it.
. .
.
. .
A $10,000 job promise. That's it. No strings. No gtmmtcks. And thts offer ts
even good for 12 months after you graduate.
But why should you get the American Express Card now?
Because the Card is great for shopping.
.
. .
.
Whether it's a new suit for the job or a new stereo for home, the Amertcan
Express Card is welcomed at the finest stt~res ~II over the country. And even if you
1\eed furniture for your place, you can do It wtth the Card.
Of course, it's also great for restaurants,
hotels, and travel. lt also begins to establish
your credit history-for any really big things
yt1u might need.
.
So call 800-528-SOOOfor a Special
Student Application or look for one at your
college bookstore or on campus bulletin boards.
The American Express Card. Don't leave
school without it.'"'
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A· I TVPISJS.TERM papers, wurnes 299-8970.

4/30
14 tiOUit TYPiNG, Cail881·0628 after6pm, Jean.
4/16
PRQH:SS!ONAI, TVPING, REASONAIIJ-E,
extensive secretarial experience. 113M Seleclric 111.
799·6~~6 or 299-26'/6. Free pick up and delivery on
mos1 orders.
4/21
Gr\RDENI\RS ..START EASV with Tiro's tilling.
Rototilling, manure, clean-up. 268·6S 10.
4/30
VOLII:SWAGON REPAIRS-·TUNE-UPS, Call
Jane, 247·8609,
4/19
PROH.'iSION-'L EDITING. TERM papers, theses,
dissertijtions. All $!1\>jec\s. Call Linda: 281·1795,
4/20
QUAUl"V Tl(PING, LOMAS /Tramway area. 85
.cents/page, 299·1355,
4/28
AAA FAST ACCURATE typiog266-J9S3,
4/16
PROFESSIONAL TVI'ING, PAPERS and thesis.
IBM Selectric Ill, After 5:00,243-7141.
4/16
QA TYPING SERVICE: a complete typing and
editorial sysrem. Technical, geneml, legal, medical,
scholastic, chartS and tables. 34~-2125.
4/27
TVPING "INK'' .. WORK guaranteed, Estimates
giv•n·-16 years experience! 821-6916.
4/16
MODERN SCRIIIE 1'\'PING and editing services.
Professional results on technical, academic, and
business lex!. Near UNM. Call 242-9609 after 6:00
p.m.
4/19
n'PINC"rFAST, ACCUHATE, reasonable, Cassette
Transcription. 247-2583.
SIS
TEN llOLLARS··RESUMES ten dollars.
Professional Company. 26S·75SI,
tfn
INTERVIEWING? ARE VOU prepared? Com·
petition is tough. Learn the most effective Interviewing skllls .at our Interviewing Techniques
Workshop. Student Rates! Albuquerque Resume
Service. 2l6-7608.
4/21
TYPEWRITER JONES IS back! Professional service
at competitive rates on Selectric. Cnll268-7257. 4121

SAVEMt:!l MV owners have too n10ny p<:ts and all
IllY brothers nnd sister~ ~lr~udy found hmncs. Won't
you give ~ beuutlfllilhlle kiltY a home? Please II Call
888·3167.
4116
FINF.'iT SEI.t:cTION or unique and traditional
gold wedding sets. Clmrlie Romero Jewelcrs', 293·
6WI.

IIQUSE WJTII FHEE utilities, large fenced yard and
morel $125.262-1.751..
4/19
A CLEAN WELJ..KEPT countrY home, $150, with
fenced yard I Kids, pets o.k.l262·17~1.
4/19
GARAGE/WORKSHOP, ACREAGEll $140 home,
261-1751,
4/19
CLEAN, PRIVATE, FURNISHED one bedroom
apartment with fenced yard ~l!d storage, $170/mo.
plus !llilities. $1 SO deposit. 344-4135.
4/16
FEMAU'. II.OOMMATE WANTED to share two
bedroom house In Northeast heights. 294-0354 after
six p.m.
4/21
BllAU1'1FUL IBDRM APARTMENT near Univ of
Albq, Furnished, hardwood. noors, $199 per month,
utilities paid. 836-6404 after 4:30,
4/19
MAI.E ROOMMATE TO share very !Mge 3000 sq.
ft. home With Wlllher, dryrr, microwave, etc. Near
San Mateo and Central. $175 per month. John, 266·
5311.
4/16
RQOM TO RENT In large house near Washington
aQd Constitution, $75. rno. including utilities, 2567810,
4/19

0426, Depl, 0924, open sundays.
4/29
11JTOR NEEDEJ) PASCAL programming. Prefer
CS stu<lem with tWO semesters programming. Rita,
.881-3207.
4/16
NEEDE(): LIVE .IN babysitter for three children.
Room and board plus $75 weekly. Call Jim a! 898·
9398, Keep calling.
4/16
WORK THREE EVENINGS Saturdays, .$160
wee~ly. Phonr.lO.to 12, only, 2n·7679.
4/15
CIIIWCARE, LIGII1'--IIOUSilKEEPING.. 3-yrold. Wash/L.omas area, T·TH·FRI, 10-4 pm. 883•
1459,
4/IS
JOII SE,\RI;:Hil'iG TECHNIQUES, 4-hour classes,
$1S •.265·7~51.
tfn
JOB SEARCIIING7 TRV Job Opportunity 13et,
termeot Services, 265-75~ I.
tfo
IJNIQIJE BILINGUAL, BICULTURAL school on
Navajo Reservation. 60 miles NW of Chinle, Ariz.
Needs ESLII!FI. teacher at junior high level and ltigh
school math/science teacher. Excellent pay, benefits.
Call Rita, 881·3207,
4/20
ATTENTION: IJNDERGRAPUATE BUSINESS
students wanting to obtain some valuable experience
this summer and high profit, l'laionally known
company interviewing students. for appointment call
888·5361.
4/16
FOR SAl-E; ALFAl-FA $3,00 per bale first, second,
and third cuuings. Will deliver within a 10 mile radius SUMMER WORK.: MAKE $4340 this summer.
for $3.50 p<:r bale. Call873·0372,
4/30 R~:qulrements: hard worker, must have entire summer
free, must be willing to leave state of New Mexico this
lltrFFET CI.ARII'IET, S99S; King Tenor s~U~aphone, summer. Call888-~361 for Interview appointment.
$495, Excellent condition, 298-5652,
4/16
4/15
FOR SALE: NEW Kelty backpacks, Ients, sleeping JOBSALI.AREAS, all sizes, all ~inds1262·1752.
bags. 897-0039.
4/19
4/19
IIOWBAR FRAMJo: PACK $75, Neil, 268..0561.
STUDENTS FULl- AND part time positions
4/19 available all types. Some wiiitraiQ. Apply now for
1973 TOYOTA CEUCA, Newly rebuilt upper summer. 262-1752,
4/19
engine. New rear tires. Good condition. $2,000. 292.- 111-UE JEANS OK - Light typing, filing, answering
4494, evenings,
4/20 phones, Part time afternoons. 262·1752,
4/19
STERE.O SANSUI HECEIVER, JVC turntable, STUilENTSI EARN •WHILE you learn. Manager
Jerome sp<:a')(ers. $300 iucludes cabinet. Call M·W'F trainees positions CJpen. 262· I '152.
4/19
between 8am·l2pm. 277·5868.
4/20
COUI'ISELOR/SPECIAl.ISTS: PERSONS talented
RI;:A COLOR TEI.EVISION $75, men's Scott bQots In fine arts, crafts, music education, creative
9-10,$50. 277-5385.
4120 dramatics, sports and games. Enjpy relating with
3-SPEED SCHWINN, good condition, small to children. Summer youth re¢reation program,
TilE CITADEJ..SUPERII location near IJI'IM and medium, $35, call842·026S.
4/IS 40hrs/wk. 12 weeks. 3.35 p~r hr. Susan Hughes.
downtown. Bus service every ~0 minutes. I bedroom
Y.W,C.A. 293·7400,
4/2!
or efficiency, from $220. All utilities paid. Deluxe 3 PAI!lS OF PEI.TONEN X-C racing skis, 20Scm.
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation Asking $30, $65, SIOO (brand new), 268·744!. 4/16 IIAB'VSITIER NEEDED FOR six year old glr! af·
.roorn, swimming pool, TV room and laundry, Adult 1974 J>ATSUN B-liO. New paint. job. Good con- ternoons after 2:00 pm dally through May 14. CAll
4/16
couples, no pets. I520 University Ne. 243-2494. tfn ditlon$2,000. 277-4080,
4/20 293-~072after6:00 p.m.
RESPONSIIILE STUDENT NEEDED for part-time
fOR RENT: t:FnCIENCV apartment, 1410 Girard 1971 VW DUG Ask for Jim aft~r6:00pm. 2~8-1082.
N.E., $190/mo., all utilities paid, $125 security
4121 attendant care In dorms beginning May J, Room,
4/19
deposit. Fully furnl!hcd-security locks and laundr)' 1978 550 HONDA excellent condition with custom board, and salary. Call 247·8662.
facilities. No children or pets. Please call before 6:00 parts $1500 or offer, 277-5497.
4/16
In the evening, 266·8392,
tfn
1976 TRANSAM, GOOD condition with sunroof.
NICt; ONt: IIDRM, apt. UNM area, all utilities paid,
New paint job. S37SO or offer 277-5497,
4/16
furnished. I'ine and Coal s.e. $235.00 month. call
VISIT 0\JR NEWLY opened b~autifulliucrsection at
266·7000.
4/16 1981 ODYSSEVMOPED like new. ~22S, 268.·3812.
4/21 Central and University and $ave cash at Half Price
Books, Records and Magazines.
4/28
SPt:CIAI.SUMMER RATF.S. furnished, all utilities
paid, One bedroom, S2~0; studio, 5200: errielency, 1973 PINTO, DEPENDABLE, Excellent mechanical
condition.
$650.
255-2894.
4/16
Sl70. 1218 Copp:r NE, ZOO Jefferson NE., 7900 Bell
SE. Unfurnished also. 842·6170, 262.·0244,
4/19 VAMAIIA CLASSICAl. GUITAR with hard lined
BETWEEN
DOWN• case, $75, Large gird cage, S50 or bcsl offers. 266STOR.:FRONT
SUNGLASS HO'QTS
1992.
4121
TOWN/UNIVERSITY $175, 243·3447, Schwartz.
Prescuphon L.en~es. Mode
4/20 ARCIIITECTURAl- RECORD SIAM Journal Pros
From Your Old Gfoues
I·IIEDROOM APARTMENT. CI,OSE to Arch scient ina mags, 99 cents with ~tudent ID. Half
Roy Bon B&l Goggles
l'iiee !looks. Central atUnlv.
4/28
Universlty/hospitnls. SIBS. 243-3447, Schwartz.
4/20
IT'S BACK. ON the market, IO'x20' adobe house,
iJ dooH wetf ot Your Drug)
SIOO plus utilities. l.arger one bedroom SI6S plus
4306lomos otwoshmgton
utilities. Caii293.J070 after 5:00pm.
4/20
PART·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
2 65·811-46
UNM $ZOO 3·11EDROOM house with large, fenced
21 years old. Apply In person, no phone calls please.
yard for kids and pets. 262·1751.
4/19 Savcway Liquor Stores at 5104 Lomas NE, .5516
Mcnauli'IE.
tfn
t'REE Uiii.ITIES ON this. large home with
beautiful, shaded patio and morel Sl7S. 262-1751,
OVERSEAS, HOUSTON, DALI..ASI $20,000 to
4119
550,000 possible. For job Information call: 60Z.998·

1. Personals

ffiO

I'OTATOI':S WE;RI\ 1\f,\l)t; to be p<:clcd, mashed,
hnllw~ and fricd···SO do it toil FS!! We're looking
for s andO!.
41)5
A('Clii~TE
INfORMATION ABOIJT contraception, sterillwtion, abortion. Right to Choose.
294-0171.
tfn
PRt:C;NANC)' TESTING & COIJNSEI,ING. Phone
247-9819.
tfn
CONTAC."J'S·I'OLISIIING, SOLIJTJ.ONS Casey
Opti~ul Com puny on Lomas justwestofWashln~lon.
tfn
WE IIOT lliSTRIIIUTQJlS, Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon Styles), gold
rimless. $54.50 (regulnr $65.00). Pay Less Opticians,
5007 Menaul N.E., ucross from Lallelles.
lfn
ONI .•Y S2.35, TWO funn·fresh eggs, tW\> homemade
chemical fr~c sausage putties, two slices of !oust, free.
green chili. Open? a.m. MorningOioryCafe. Corner
of (iirard, Centrul and Monte Vbta 268·7040,
tfn
SS IIUYS II EST TIP of the week. !)ally l-obo will pay
$5 for the best news tip we receive every week.
Sources can remain coofldcnt!nl, but Editor must
have ynur name 10 pay winner. 277-56S6, ask for
Ncw;room.
tfn
CIIINI~~t: IIUHt:T, CIIEAI'I All you can eat.
lunch $3.4~. Supper S4.50, Sunday Bnmch $J,45.
Jao·Jao's Place, 5000 Central Ave. SE.
tfn
I'ASSI'OHT PHOTOS. l.OWF.'IT prices! Pleasant
picturel! 12.l WellesleY SJ.' corner Silver. Please call
lirst. 265-1323.
tfo
JUMP IN1n SI'IUNGI Skydive. Classes April 3rd,
17th. Cull831·59ll.
4/15
FRt:Jl MONt:v FOR. students. Act now for fall
semester. For infllrmation, write Comrutcx ACS,
Suite 211, 160 Wn,hington S!l, Albuquerque, NM
87108.
4/21
FORMING ACOl'STIC BANJJ. Need improv.:
wootlwintls, J>Crcu..ion. Cn1John.293·3229.
4/20
IJUCKS AI!EC:OMINGil1.
4/1~
CUrt; IIOUSEIIROKEN Kt:ESIIOND male puppy,
4 months old, all shots. 821·8083.
4/.16
KITTENS TO GIVE awny. lleautiful nod
laouscbrokcn. 242·7228.
lfn
LOST: <'Imsn:n, A large oransish golden/collie
~rms fie longs to u.n elderly woman thnt relies on him
f<>r protc~tion. Any Information concerning hil
whcre-nbou" caii2S6·1591.
4tZO
PAP.:IliiACKS, MAGAZINES, RECORJ>S
Cm•ettcs, hnlf price always at Half Price nooks
Central lll University.
4128
DEAR CLARK, I don't buy lhatc~cuse of kryptonite
poisoning. I better sec you tomorrow at Posh Eddies
happy hour for those great:.\ for I draft beers, Love,
Loisl.anc.
4115
GET READV FOR Super Duck Friday!.
4116
PIAYJIOY P~:NTIIOUS•: PLAYGIRl. Oui 99 cents
with Student ID. Half Price Books, Records.
Mnga1incs. Central at University.
4/28
TIU:{;tiNt'IGIITF.RS ARE returning. -f"ridny.
4/16
SKVOIVING CLASS TillS Sat. and Sun. Call Chris
at 277..4196 or .Randy at 277-4885 for more in·
formation.
4/16
!IU:WSROOM FAMII.Y ot· rnlne--"This. was
uncxpettcd, What do I do now? Oh, could we start
again, please?" A wish or a possibility? Time shall
tell. <lod bless yotl all. Your brother In the darkness,

5. ForSale

4. Housing

7. Travel

DRIVEH NEEDED TO drive 1981 Pats~n pi~l\-up
with air-conditioning, tape deck. ~amp~r. M~st be
delivered tocast coast by May 12th or .l~th. Also need
driv.er to drive back same In mid-August.l42•1228.
tfn

8. Miscellaneous
COWBOY SIURTS·$5; thr~e for $12-·used excellenl
condition.. Kaufmans. 1\ real Army Navy Store. 504
Yale SE. 2~6-0000.
4/21
SAVE MEll MV owners have toll many pets and all
my brothers and sisters already .found .homes. Won't
you give a beautiful little kitty a ~orne? Please! I Call
888.3167.
4/15
13RUSII RANCH CAMP for bays, located in
mountains near Santa J'e, now hirng male. couneelors
who also instruct in one of the follo~lng areas:
rifeiry, ny fishing, tennis and art. Dates: 6·9-82- 87-82. Contact James Qongdon,. P.O. Box2ASO, San\a
Fe, New Mexico 87501 or eaii1·7S7·8772.
4/16
BRUSH Jt..\NCIJ CAMP for girls, located ln
mountains near Santi• Fe now hiring women eounc~lors Instead of men who instruct i.n ahe following
areas: English style horsebac~ riding, drama, music,
and swimming. Dates: 6·9·82 ~ 8-7·82. Contact
James Congdon, P.O. Box 2450, Santa Fe, New
Mexico 87S()J or calll·7S7.8772.
4/16
I.OSEWEJGIIT NOW! Would you like to lose 10·29
lbs. In a month? Our program Is easy, economical,
nutritional nnq guaranteed! For a free consultatio.n,
call Ms. Ho~bs 82!.8655 or 277-5676,
4/16
BALWONSI BAI.I.OONSI HAVE Bubbles the
Clown deliver a helium baloon bouq~et for special
occasion. Birthday.s, anniversaries, new lmby and
special days. 292·0487.
SilO

9. Las N oticias
tfn
SA VYOUR NOTICES here,
UNM IIAU.ROQM DANCE Club's spring formal,
8:00·li:OO, April 30th. Live Ballroom band and
refreshments provided. Info, 865-,54, 881·3087,
247·1943.
4/30
PRIVATE/GROUP, B,\I.LROOM/ Latin dancr
lessons. 243·0309.
4116
CPR CLASSES. $3 fee. Call :m-3136 for in·
formation/registration.
4/16
UNMIIOOKSTORESPRING sale stuns April19.
4fl6

VISIT TilE ASA Gallery SW regional photo show
through Aprll23. Hours 11-4, M·F,
4'1i3
Gl.SU/COMMONBOND WILl. cosponsor "Sharing
the Secret," S~nday, 18 April, 7:00 pm, SUB
Theater, $2.00.
4/21
GAY AND U:SIIIAN Student Union (GLSU): a
urologist will speak on gay health Tuesday, 20 April,
7:30pm. SUil2SO C.
4121

3£Iice m5oob 3tntiqu~
11109 <!owner 91~
bu\l 9eU trabe

Casey Optical Co.

6. Employment

299-4078

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

4115

Clll OMEGA'S VOU have never partied unllll you
have: partied wittheA TO's.
4/16

ACROSS
1 Boo
5 Pilotless
10 Branches
14 Pay up
15 Springe
16 Jacket type
17 Scoot
18 Allurement
20 Cigar
22 Makes fitting
23Ftench
negatives
24 Fabulist
25 Synchronized
28 "Cool it!":
2 words
32Tease
33 Resign
35 Grave: Pref.
36 Molding
38 Peace lovers
40 Parents
41 Nursemaids
43 Encircle
45 Pipe fitting
46 Thankful
48 Ginger or Will
50 Spanker
51 PlUcky
52 ~lorrifies:

2. Lost&Found
LOST KEVS .NEAR Anderson l!con!lmlcs or
NROTC. On a yellow rubber "check." Important,
cali843·607J,
4/16
LOST PUP, BI.OI'ID tertier/mis wired bandana.
Reward! 242·4080.
4116
IILACK/IIROWN CAT with brown stripe down
nose. Maple Nl!tOrand area. Plca1e hurry! We miss
her. Brian, 843·6088.
4/21
OJt..\NGE BACKPACK MISSING froni llookstote
4·13.82 at 1:00 prn. Please return to: Bookstore Lost
and Found.
4115
I.Olffll IIEART TO room 101. Immediate cOntact
from one responsible greatly appreciated. Substantial
reward.
4121
LOST; Cln:STER, A large oranglsh golden/collie
cross. Uelong~ to an elderly woman that relies on him
tor protection. Any information concerning his
where-abouts call2$6-15!11.
4/20
t'OUNI) IN ZIMMERMAN Library-pocket knife.
Come to Marron I!all HI to describe and claim.
4/16
LOST: (;01.1) t"JLIGRt:E Wedding ring in Ladies
testroomSUII. Pleasecall292·1016. Reward. 4116
CI.AIM YOUR I.OST polsessions at Campus Police
8:00a.m. to 4:00p.m. daily.
trn

3. Services
(;UITAR LESSONS, INSTROMENTS, tepaits and
rentals. MARC'S Guitar Center, 143 Harvard s.E.
26S·:lJ IS.
lfn
TYI'INC'.-PROFESSIONAL QUAI.rrY pronto at
Kinko'Pronto: TLC at no cma charge, We Will edit,
KIP, 2312 Central SE, across Central from Popejoy
Hall.
lfn
i----..~-------~---·~

1
1
1
1
1
1

PIZZA SPECIAL!

I

Two Slices of Cheeze Pizza
and. sm. soft drink

1
1I

good foltoday only

I
I
I

. 1.25 -tax
Beer & Wine, Sun. too.

t____

PIZZA CITY
1E_!!a~~d..!:! ____I

..............
!
·~

Announcement
Lobo Staff Positions
Lobo Reporter Positions
Applications are now being taken for editors
and reporters for the Daily Lobo. Applicants
should make a commitment to begin April 19,
to work through the summer, and through the
1982-83 schoolyear.

Pick up an application in the
Business Office,
Room 131 Marron Hall, 8-5,
through April 23.

.
LSAT • MCAT • GRE
GRE PSYCH • GRE BIO • MAT
MSKP • NAT'L MED BDS
ECFMG • FLEX • VQE
NOB • NPB I • NLE

Positions are: M~naging Editor~ News Editor,

~4tiUIPUIN
EDUCATIONAl. CENTER
Test Preparation S~eclallm
Sine~ 1938

f'or. irlfOtnlaflon,. Please Call:

265-2524

~·~1.

.1

'

DOWN
1 Door clasp
2 Peruvian
3 Stupefy
4 Autos
5 Not serviced
6 Holiday
songs
7 Arizona hill
8 Sixth sense,
for short
9 Particular
10 Slowed down
11 "Take- from me"
12 Questionable
13 Taverns .
19 US President
21 Pigeon24 Subsequently

25 Pointed part

26 Ishmael's
mother
27 US rocket
28 - service
29 Spout off
30 Roomier
31 Inquires
34 Rich man
37 Is piggish:
3 words
39 Beached
42 Arctic

swimmers
44 Domicile
47 Monetary
49Whlrl
51 Game birds
52 Remote
53 Andean land
54 Dowels
55 Snatch
56 VItal stat.
57 Elbow bone
58 Coteries
60 Father: Arab.

today.
people wear Bausch &
Lomb soft contact lenses. than all
other brands of soft contact tenses
combined!

CONTACT LENS FITTING FEES:
$210 _.. Soft Spherical Contact LENS (Polyrnacon)*

$:100- Soft Toric Contact Lens for Astigmatism (Bulfiicon)•

Although students with previous writing experience and journalism majors will be given first
priority, all students are. urged to apply.

GMAT • OAT • OCAT • PCAT
VAT • SAT • CPA • TOEFL

Var.

SATURDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

55 Bountiful
59 Be alarmed:
2words
61 Skillful
62 Constellation
63 Mortify
64 Color
65 Oxidize
66Greased
67 Greek
fetters

Copy Editor~ Sports Editor, Arts Editor, En•
tertainment Editor, Photo Editor, Night Edi·
tor, Reporter, Staff Artist

$350 ..,__ Soft Extended Wear (8ulfilcon)*
*Complete Price Includes:
Visual Analysis • Glaucoma Testing • Fitting and Dispensing of
Contact Lens •.Initial Chemical Care Regime
• Patient Care and Fotlow•up Care o(Contact Lens •Sales Ta"xWiiiiWII
11111
ll /~- -~
Dlt. ROBERT II. QUICK

I~,; '
{

•

,J

.,

·r_,"' S;:,t!7'on
{

V(trnK,.

DR DWl.GliT.THlBODEAUX
•

Optometrists

'

1020-A Eubank NE • 298·2020 • open Tuesday • Saturday 9 • 5

